
Skyhawk Trapmate™ Electronic Remote Trap Monitoring
Control rodents and wildlife more effectively with less time, effort and cost

Monitor all your traps from your phone or desktop 
Trapmate eliminates the need to check every trap every trip. Whether you’re monitoring one trap or a 
thousand, Trapmate provides real-time alerts on each trap where a capture is detected. You’ll be able to take 
immediate action when needed and avoid unnecessary trips when there’s no animal activity. 

Grow your business faster with Trapmate 
Trapmate ERM solutions multiply the impact of your team and enable you to invest your time and resources 
into delivering the best customer service and achieving the best business results. 

You’ll open up new revenue streams and service models, win business over your old-school competitors, and 
you can even expand your geographic range, since you’ll be able to cut down on unnecessary travel. With 
Trapmate, you’ll have multiple paths to higher revenue and profit that will increase the value of your business.

Deliver better results for your customers 
Expending effort to perform daily trap checks takes away time from more valuable pursuits – like diagnosing 
additional issues your customers may have. Using Trapmate frees up your time, opening new opportunities to 
expand and improve the services you provide and develop stronger relationships with your customers. 

Trapmate eliminates unnecessary work so you can focus your time and energy where they deliver the best 
results. What’s more, you’ll be able to place traps in hard-to-reach locations that would have been unthinkable 
before, providing your customers with better coverage than ever.

A better way to work 
Pest control and wildlife control businesses are critical to our nation’s well-being. Yet it’s a demanding 
profession that requires a lot from those in it. 

Trapmate gives you a better way to work. Using Trapmate to eliminate empty trap checking reduces the 
physical wear and tear on your team, and does away with unnecessary travel. With Trapmate, the arts of pest 
control and wildlife control are more interesting and fulfilling, since you can focus more on the strategy instead 
of just on the tactics. And with increased customer interaction, you’ll enjoy a better workplace and a more 
satisfying career. 

Skyhawk Trapmate is a full line of single- and 
multi-trap electronic remote monitoring (ERM) 
solutions designed for forward-thinking pest 
control and wildlife control operators. 

Designed to work with your existing traps and 
stations – and deployable virtually anywhere – 
Trapmate ERM systems will help you grow your 
business faster, service your customers better, 
and transform the way you work.



Trapmate Multi-Trap Solutions 
For use in residential, commercial and municipal settings

Skyhawk Trapmate Products 
All Trapmate components run on batteries for years, and require  

no external power, WiFi or other internet connections

Trapmate Hub 
The network controller for Trapmate multi-trap deployments, the Trapmate Hub 
collects alerts from sensors located as far away as 2,500 feet line-of-sight, and 
sends them to the Trapmate apps via a cellular connection. Unlike all other ERM 
gateways and hubs, Trapmate Hubs run on batteries and require no external 
power connections, so you can place them in the locations best for sensor 
communications, and well out of the way of foot or forklift traffic. 

Trapmate Vibration/Magnet Sensor 
The Trapmate Vibration/Magnet Sensor uses an adjustable accelerometer to 
detect vibrations from captured animals or trap movements, and a reed (magnet) 
switch to physically detect the movements of a trap or trap door. Once an event is 
detected, an alert is immediately sent to the nearest Trapmate Hub. Unlike other 
ERM sensors, Trapmate sensors use replaceable batteries, so you don’t have to 
buy new sensors when the batteries run out. 

Trapmate Kiwi 
The standard in single-trap electronic remote monitoring, the Trapmate Kiwi 
combines a vibration/magnet sensor and cellular hardware into a single unit. You 
can track trap activity from any location in the US where there’s even a weak 
cellular connection. A superior alternative to video cameras, Kiwi devices run for 
more than a year on a set of replaceable batteries and offer far more reliability at 
a lower cost than video monitoring solutions. 

Trapmate Harborage 
Trapmate Harborage is a family of baitless trap stations – available in rat and 
mouse sizes – that are designed to work seamlessly with Trapmate sensors and 
the snap trap of your choice. 

Trapmate Single-Trap Solutions 
For use in wildlife and nuisance species trapping 



Trapmate Software Applications 
Apps to manage all of your Trapmate-enabled traps

Skyhawk CE App 
Available on Apple and Android mobile phones, the Skyhawk 
CE app is the control center for all of your Trapmate Hubs, 
Sensors and Kiwis. Use the Trapmate app to set up your 
devices, tag them geographically, assign them to a customer 
and customer site, and track activity. You’ll get real-time trap 
alerts on the app which can also be sent via SMS or e-mail. 

A | The Alert Center shows you the status of all your 
Trapmate devices.

B | The Device Detail screens let you check each device and 
control its settings.

C | The Device Deployment screens let you assign devices to 
customers and geo-tag and photograph placement locations.

Trapmate Accessories 
Add-ons for easier installation and increased environmental protection

Trapmate provides a number of accessories to make installing Trapmate devices 
on your existing traps and stations easy and fast, and to protect your Trapmate 
devices. Trapmate Adapters are inserts designed to drop into the most popular 
stations. Trapmate Connectors make it even easier to connect to snap traps. And 
Trapmate Sleeves add further protection from shock and extreme weather. 

Trapmate Enterprise Portal and App 
The Trapmate Enterprise desktop portal and mobile application add on to 
the capabilities of the Skyhawk CE app. They provide augmented abilities to 
manage your Trapmate installations among your teams and customers, for 
both operational and customer billing purposes. The desktop portal delivers 
substantial reporting capabilities that can reduce the costs of auditing and other 
administrative overhead. 

Note: Trapmate remote monitoring services are only available in the United States at this time.
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COMPATIBLE WITH THE EQUIPMENT YOU ALREADY USE – Trapmate devices connect to almost all of 
your existing traps and stations. 

EASIER TO DEPLOY – Install and set up Trapmate sensors and hubs in less than a minute each. No 
pairing or passwords required. 

MORE RELIABLE – Trapmate devices are battery-powered, so they’ll work anywhere at any time. And 
since you can place your gateways anywhere, you’ll get much more reliable data connections too. 

LOWER UPFRONT AND LIFETIME INVESTMENT – Trapmate solutions do more and cost less than 
competitive ERM solutions. And they cost less to maintain, providing better value for years. 

FLEXIBLE PURCHASE PLANS – Skyhawk offers multiple options for hardware purchases and software 
subscriptions, so you can find a plan that matches your business model.

Your best ERM solution for rodent and wildlife control

Monitor all your traps from your phone or desktop  

Whether you’re managing 
traps at residences, 
commercial buildings 
or in the wild, you and 
your team can use the 
Trapmate mobile and 
desktop apps to monitor 
all of them from a 
single screen.

About Skyhawk 
Skyhawk is part of the PICA Group, which for more than 20 years has helped develop and manufacture 
consumer, medical and industrial electronics products for the world’s top technology companies and retailers. 
Headquartered in Derry, NH, with manufacturing operations in the United States, Malaysia and China, the 
PICA Group companies deliver millions of products to its customers every year. Founded in 2019, Skyhawk 
has developed groundbreaking technology for remote monitoring applications, which forms the basis for its 
Trapmate, Oversea, and PRIoT product lines. For more information, visit www.skyhawk.ai.

Learn More
For more information on growing your pest control or wildlife control business with Trapmate ERM solutions, 
visit www.trapmate.ai, send us email at info@trapmate.ai, or call (800) 760-3966.

Are you a dealer or distributor? 
Add Skyhawk Trapmate as one of your product lines to benefit from the groundswell of interest in electronic 
remote trap monitoring. Email dealers@trapmate.ai to set up an introductory call.
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